Nikken Products
Cleaning Our Toxic Environment
While Western Medicine & Pharmaceutical Companies studied DISEASE… Nikken spent close to 40 years and millions of dollars studying your HEALTH!

- Built on the 5 Pillars of Health
- Billions in Global Sales in 38+ countries
- Millions of satisfied customers
- Technology Backed by Science & Built on changed lives!
- A Vision to protect the health of the ones we love

Protecting The Environment Of Your Family Is VITAL!
The Basic Vital Elements Necessary for Health:

Clean & Fresh Air  Clean & Fresh Water  Whole Food Nutrition  Natural Light  Discomfort Relief  Quality Sleep

The Nikken Solution:

Quote From HCHW:
"Nikken is a complete wellness company that, through research and development, produces and distributes products that touch upon each of the vital areas of healthy living: restful sleep, clean air, clean water, balanced nutrition and natural light."

Many companies have little pieces of Wellness-
Only Nikken has it ALL!

- Millions of dollars in research and development
- Proven by 37 years of success & changed lives all over the world
- Someone FINALLY introduced common sense to our healthcare!
- Protecting your health is finally simple, convenient and affordable!

Nikken- The SMART CHOICE!
Together we CAN change the world one home at a time!
A Simple Diagram of Nikken’s Distribution Process

We are constantly asked to explain the Nikken marketing process and how this business works. Since we understand best in pictures, we decided to break it down into the way we “see” it and hope that view resonates for you.

Look at the picture and see YOURSELF in the middle. See your HOME. We call it YOU, Inc. or the “user” of the Nikken wellness products. How do you become a user? The simple answer is you get informed about the value of wellness using the Nikken preventative wellness technologies. That is the FIRST step…then you invest in your OWN wellness home products for your OWN health to be used in your OWN home. You see how they work and experience improvement in your health and your family’s health. Then you simply follow the numbers:

1. Share your product story with others. We demonstrate, endorse and recommend what we use ourselves.
2. If they like what they hear, we connect them with Nikken so they can purchase their own products.
3. Nikken does all the hard things as shown below and distributes the products that were ordered directly to the new consumer/consultant & takes care of all the accounting and paperwork.
4. Nikken sees who sent the customer/consumer to them...and PAYS YOU for the referral!

The Nikken Corporation Handles:
- Government Regulations
- Research & Development
- Stocks the Products
- Assumes the Risk
- Takes all the Orders
- Processes all Credit Cards
- Ships Products to Users
- Accounting
- Genealogy
- Sales Aids
- Web Support
- Tracks shipments
- Training
- Conventions

That is as simple as it gets! Just do steps 1, 2, 3 and see 4 happen. What also happens is the new person who just invested in their OWN Wellness Home products will begin to use them, create their own experiences and develop their OWN story to share.

Then step 5 begins!
The process continues on and on and on and on, spreading the concept of wellness and wealth around the WORLD. Get yourself started and NEVER quit because you never know who someone else knows that needs help with their physical or financial future. You become the “magic” that can help make “Every Home a Wellness Home”, and help families turn their dreams into reality with this invisible, leveraged, wealth creating vehicle..... The Nikken business!

Reasons to Join Us:
1. Options: Create your own “Economic Stimulus”
2. Direction: Create worthy goals to work toward.
3. Possibilities: Turn your annual income into a monthly income.
4. Creativity: Think “outside the box” and develop your own style.
5. Tax Advantages: Worth thousands of dollars to you!
6. Personal Development: This is a personal development program, masterfully molded into a business.
7. Freedom: Do whatever you want to do, whenever you want to do it, help whomever you want to help & never have to ask yourself, “Do I have the time or the money?”
8. Leadership: Learn leadership skills, then become an example and teach others.
9. Helping People: One of the greatest rewards. Making a positive difference in the lives of tens of thousands of people all over the world!
10. Secure your future: This is a summary of all of the above! We can’t imagine doing anything more enjoyable and rewarding!
11. Travel: Travel the world as your business grows into the 38 countries we do business in. Enjoy a “family reunion” everywhere you go.

WHAT A WAY TO MAKE A LIVING!

“You can have everything in life you want if you will just help enough other people get what they want.”
-Zig Ziglar